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House Resolution 1179

By: Representatives Holly of the 116th, Olaleye of the 59th, Kendrick of the 95th, and Barnes

of the 86th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending DJ "Calvin da Coordinator" Davis; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, DJ "Calvin da Coordinator" Davis was born and raised in Augusta, Georgia,2

moved to Atlanta in 1997, and soon became a powerful force in the hip-hop community; and3

WHEREAS, he joined the world-renowned group of DJs "Oomp Camp" in 2002 and started4

DJing in 2003; and5

WHEREAS, although known for his southern style of mixing, he combines old school, disco,6

trap, edm, and hip-hop in an unparalleled way and has the creative ability of controlling the7

crowd and keeping them coming back for more; and8

WHEREAS, artists such as 2 Chainz, Future, Audio Push, Lil Scrappy, Roscoe Dash, Rick9

Ross, Waka Flocka Flame, Gorilla Zoe, and Russ partly have this DJ to thank for their10

success because he was influential in breaking their records to his thousands of supporters11

on his mixtapes; and12

WHEREAS, he has also galvanized the greater metro Atlanta community and started a civic13

engagement organization, called Our Mission, Our Voice; and14
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WHEREAS, since its inception in 2020, Our Mission, Our Voice has registered and15

empowered thousands of voters across metro Atlanta; and16

WHEREAS, its goal is to get people registered to vote and spread voter education and17

awareness; and18

WHEREAS, this fine organization showcases his outstanding leadership and exceptional19

commitment to community development and empowerment; and20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this21

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body recognize and commend DJ "Calvin da Coordinator" Davis and24

thank him for his efforts of behalf of his community and state.25

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized26

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to DJ27

"Calvin da Coordinator" Davis.28
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